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Several questions about protecting the inaugural, put to me by

@ShawnAndersonDC and @bhaseltonWTOP on the air @wtop today.

1. How is Secret Service planning to protect the Inauguration from the violence that

occurred last week?

Planning is the key word. They’ve been planning this inauguration for more than a year. And it’s important to note that

comparing security around the Capitol on an ordinary day and an inauguration are like comparing an Apple to an entire

Orange tree.

On Inauguration Day there are many thousands of people involved in protection that we don't see. There are technological

capabilities, military and cyber assets, There are #WMD assets. The air, water and land are covered like a blanket.

2. What kind of threats are you hearing about...not just for the 20th...but other days too?

Many looking to engage violence in the run up to or during the inaugural are really upset because some of their social media

sites are being taken offline, but plenty of others are still active and they are STILL talking about violence on those sites.

Here in the NCR and around the country. Some of the conversations involve going after Democratic and Republican

politicians and the “mainstream media. There’s talk of a “civil war”.

3. We've been talking about the 7-foot tall fence put up around the Capitol after Wednesday's attack...but what will prevent

Biden and Trump supporters from gathering outside that fence and possibly clashing with each other?

Where there’s a will there’s a way, but I can tell you, based on my experience with inaugurals, even if there is the will, the

way is going to be awfully hard for them get into it down there.

There are going to layers and levels of police/military personnel barriers that’s going to make it awfully hard to cause any

problems anywhere down there –now in other locations around the city, it might be easier, but down there –it will be really

hard. @threadreaderapp unroll
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